Terasaki Epitope Mismatch Burden Predicts the Development of De Novo DQ Donor-Specific Antibodies and are Associated With Adverse Allograft Outcomes.
De novo DQ donor-specific antibody (DSA) are associated with antibody-mediated rejection and allograft loss. Given the lack of effective treatment of de novo DQ DSA, their prevention is vital if there is to be an improvement of long-term allograft survival. Using the HLA Matchmaker program, DQ epitope matching has been shown to be superior to HLA antigen mismatching in predicting de novo DQ DSA development. Whether DQ epitopes determined by Terasaki may more accurately predict de novo DQ development over HLA antigen matching is not known. We retrospectively analyzed the immunogenicity of the different HLA antigens, DQB1 alleles and DQB1 Teraskai epitopes (TerEp) in a large cohort of renal transplant recipients, by comparing patient mismatches with de novo DSA development. Patients mismatched at a DQB1 allele were at significantly higher risk of developing de novo DSA compared with other mismatched HLA antigens. Patients mismatched at the DQ7 allele appear to be at specific risk. For patients mismatched at a single DQB1 allele, the risk of de novo DQ DSA development increases with the number of TerEp mismatches. However, the immunogenicity of the different DQ TerEps does not appear to be equal. Patients who develop antibodies against TerEps are at increased risk of adverse allograft outcomes, specifically antibody-mediated rejection. Epitope mismatch burden, determined by TerEps, helps predict risk of de novo DQ DSA development and offers an alternative approach to predict an alloimmune response.